
 
 

 

 

Chinese New Year/ Rosh Hashanah Educator Background 

 

Passport to Peoplehood 
Jews are a multicultural people who live around the world. 

 

Big Ideas 
 

1. There are similarities and differences between the Jewish New Year or Rosh Hashanah 

and the Chinese celebration of the New Year. 

 

2. The beginning of a year is a particularly important occasion in both Judaism and in 

Chinese culture. Judaism and Chinese culture each have their own calendar that is 

different than the one used as the Gregorian calendar used in the United States and 

globally. 

 

3. Many similarities between Judaism and Chinese culture are emphasized during Rosh 

Hashanah and Chinese New Year, including the importance of tradition, the value of 

education, and respect for ancestors. 

 

Background 
 

In both Chinese culture and in Judaism, the New Year is a very important holiday. In Chinese 

culture and in Judaism the New Year is marked with traditions both in the home and in the 

community. There are foods and rituals and all sorts of celebrations. Yet there are also 

important differences in the way the Chinese New Year and Rosh Hashana are celebrated. 

  

Rosh Hashanah in Jewish tradition is a two-day holiday that focuses on reflection on the year 

past and hopes for the coming year. Great attention is paid to prayer, with many additional 

prayers added to focus on repentance and forgiveness in anticipation Yom Kippur. Rosh 

Hashanah marks the beginning of the civil year, according to the teachings of Judaism, and is 

the traditional anniversary of the creation of Adam and Eve, the first man and woman 

according to the Hebrew Bible, and the inauguration of humanity's role in God's world. Rosh 

Hashanah customs include sounding the shofar (a hollowed-out ram's horn), as prescribed in 

the Torah, following the prescription of the Hebrew Bible to "raise a noise" on Yom Teruah. Its 

rabbinical customs include attending synagogue services and reciting special liturgy about 
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teshuva. And of course we blow the shofar. The sound of the ram’s horn is meant to awaken us 

spiritually, shake our souls into repentance.  

 

Many Jewish communities have historically purchased new clothing or worn white clothing for 

the High Holiday period.  It is customary to wear new clothes for the New Year and to eat foods 

that bring blessings for a good year to come.  

Eating symbolic foods is now a tradition, such as apples dipped in honey, hoping to evoke a 

sweet new year. Some Sephardi and most Ashkenazi Jews dip round apples and challahs, 

symbolizing the cyclical nature of the year, in honey to symbolize sweetness for the year to 

come. Sephardi and Mizrachi Jews draw on the traditions of the Talmud for a whole series of 

symbolic foods; beets to beat down our enemies, dates to date the sweet days to come, winter 

squash to squash the bad decrees, leeks so we do not lack luck, a head of fish so we come out 

ahead and so on. As we eat each food we make our wishes for the year to come.  

 

The Chinese New Year begins on day one of month one of the Chinese calendar. The exact date, 

as it corresponds to the Gregorian calendar, comes in late January or early February, falling on 

the second new moon after the winter solstice.  

 

Families gather together for festive meals. In earlier times when travel and communication was 

difficult, these gatherings allowed clans to catch up on all that had happened during the year 

that had passed. At banquets, special foods are served like long noodles to symbolize long life, 

tangerines to symbolize wealth, a fish for abundance, sweets for a sweet new year and so on. In 

Chinese culture, red is a good luck color. At the New Year, people dress in special red outfits 

and decorate their homes with red paper-cuts and banners with traditional forms of 

inspirational poetry. They also hang red lanterns to bring light to streets and homes. Children 

receive gifts of money in red envelopes, while adults share gifts of foods such as cookies and 

tangerines. Dragons, another sign of good fortune, are popularly part of elaborate dances. 

Fireworks, firecrackers and drums are all part of the festivities as it is believed that loud noises 

will scare away any evil spirits and start the year off well. 

  

The timing of the New Year celebrations is quite different in each Chinese culture and in Jewish 

tradition. Each community has its own calendar and times its New Year celebration accordingly.  

 

In the United States, the official calendar is called the Gregorian Calendar. On the Gregorian 

calendar, the new year starts January 1st. China and Israel both use the Gregorian calendar for 
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most official business. However, both countries also follow a second calendar. They time their 

new years by their traditional calendars. 

 

The traditional Jewish calendar is a lunar calendar. Each month begins with the New Moon and 

ends when the lunar cycle is complete. This is the calendar that is used for determining the 

Jewish holidays including Rosh Hashanah which happens on the first two days of the month of 

Tishrei. Notably, Tishrei is the seventh month of the Jewish calendar but the one from which 

the numerical year is counted. The number of the year is counted from the creation of the 

world and represented by Hebrew letters which correlate with numbers. 

 

In China, the traditional calendar is called a lunar solar calendar. This calendar combines both 

the cycles of the moon and the sun, and is used for determining the Chinese New Year which 

begins on day one of month one of the Chinese lunar calendar. The date, as it corresponds to 

the Gregorian calendar, comes in late January or early February, falling on the second new 

moon after the winter solstice. The Chinese calendar is strongly connected with the number 12, 

as there are 12 months in a year, 12 periods of time in a day, and 12 animals in the yearly 

zodiac cycle.  The Chinese years are aligned with the Chinese Zodiac and every year is assigned 

one of twelve animals that characterize the year and those born during that year.  

 

The Lunar New Year is celebrated beyond China in other Asian countries such as Tibet, Korea, 

Singapore, and Vietnam. It is also celebrated in places outside of Asia where there are large 

Chinese or Asian communities, like San Francisco, Toronto, Australia, and New York. 
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